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78th anniversary of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army's (18)
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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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TOPSHOT - Nationalist movements' activists light flares and shout anti-Russian slogans during a demonstration in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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TOPSHOT - A man lights flares as Nationalist movements' activists shout anti-Russian slogans demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian army veterans attend a rally marking Defender of Ukraine Day in centre Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, Oct. 14, 2020. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Soldiers of Ukrainian right-wing paramilitary Azov National Corps with their flags attend a rally marking Defender of Ukraine Day in centre Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, Oct. 14, 2020. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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A handicapped Ukrainian army veteran watches a a rally marking Defender of Ukraine Day in centre Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, Oct. 14, 2020. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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People carry the Ukrainian National flag at a rally marking Defender of Ukraine Day in centre Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, Oct. 14, 2020. (AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky)
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Nationalist movements' activists light flares and shout anti-Russian slogans during a demonstration in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Nationalist movements' activists light flares and shout anti-Russian slogans during a demonstration in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Nationalist movements' activists light flares and shout anti-Russian slogans during a demonstration in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Nationalist movements' activists shout anti-Russian slogans as they demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Nationalist movements' activists shout anti-Russian slogans as they demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A man lights flares as Nationalist movements' activists shout anti-Russian slogans demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A man lights flares as Nationalist movements' activists shout anti-Russian slogans demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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War veterans march as Nationalists movements demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. - Ukraine has been fighting separatists backed by Russia in the Donetsk and Lugansk regions since 2014 following Moscow's annexation of the Crimean peninsula. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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War veterans march as Nationalists movements demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. - Ukraine has been fighting separatists backed by Russia in the Donetsk and Lugansk regions since 2014 following Moscow's annexation of the Crimean peninsula. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Nationalist movements' activists demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Nationalist movements' activists demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Nationalist movements' activists demonstrate in front of President Volodymyr Zelensky's offices in Kiev on October 14, 2020, a day considered as symbolic for Ukrainian nationalists and also Ukraine's Defender's Day. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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